Connections: Australia and Asia

Migratory Hybridity in the
Work of Vipoo Srivilasa
by Brett Farmer
Edward Said famously argues that the migrant or exile
possesses a ‘double vision’ that is formed in the tension of the
twin cultural spheres – old world/new world, natal culture/
adopted culture – that frame the unique experiences of
transnational migration. Where most people, he writes, “are
principally aware of one culture, one setting, one home”,
migrants “are aware of at least two, and this plurality of
vision gives rise to an awareness of simultaneous dimensions,
an awareness that – to borrow a phrase from music – is
‘contrapuntal’”. (Said, 2000: 186) Though he is cautious to
avoid essentialising or romanticising the pluralised vision of
migration as some sort of aesthetic privilege, he does argue
that it frequently acts as a spur to artistic expression and
imbues the work of migrant artists with a distinctive hybrid
edge. The contradictory impulses of migration – belonging
and otherness, gain and loss – enable different perspectives,
different visions and different orders of creativity to emerge.
As a nation built out of migration, the contrapuntal double vision of migrancy has a central, if not
always formally legitimated, presence in Australian arts and culture. From the long, traumatic history
of displacement and enforced migration of indigenous Australians, through the alienated nostalgia of
European settler cultures, to the intensified multiculturalism of the post-war era of mass migration,
Australian art has been a major forum for imagining, articulating and processing the nation’s multiple
histories of diasporic passage and expatriation. A recent contribution to this rich tradition of migrant
visions can be found in the dynamic work of Thai-Australian ceramicist Vipoo Srivilasa.
Relative to other countries, Thailand has not been a major source culture of Australian migration
but the two countries have a surprisingly long history of fruitful exchange across many levels including
government, trade, tourism and education. Indeed, it was in the context of the latter that Vipoo, like
many young Thais before and since, first came to Australia in 1997 to undertake postgraduate studies in
fine art. Following his decision soon thereafter to take up permanent residency, Vipoo has emerged as
a singular talent of note on the local arts scene, prized by critics and collectors for his idiosyncratic but
meticulously crafted works of ceramic art.

Above: Vipoo Srivilasa, Best Friend, Hot Line Series, 2012, porcelain, cobalt pigment, h.25cm, w.25cm, d.2cm
Opposite page: Thai Na Town – Little Oz, The Country I Miss, installation B detail, small sculptures created by
participants using air-dry clay in Thailand, November 2012; photos: Korakij Chaisirisopon
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Vipoo Srivilasa, Thai Na Town – Little Oz, 2012, Thailand; photo: Korakij Chaisirisopon

With their characteristic blend of classical decorative and modernist conceptual traditions, Vipoo’s
quirky ceramic pieces are marked by a strong, even constitutive, logic of hybridity that speaks directly
to his own personal experiences of transcultural migration. Indeed, Vipoo openly declares that the
biculturalism of his Thai-Australian identity has been a singular influence on his work. He proudly claims
the liminal figure of the mermaid, for example, as a symbolic alter ego, featuring her as a reiterative
motif across a good deal of his oeuvre. A hybrid chimera par excellence, the mermaid is a stock creature
of mythological traditions worldwide and Vipoo recalls being entranced by Thai variants of mermaid
legends as a child. Appropriating the figure in his adult artwork, Vipoo marshals the mermaid as a
talismanic manifestation of his own ‘life between two worlds’ as well as a lure to the fanciful creation of
new forms and possibility of being enabled by the contrapuntal ‘in-between-ness’ of the migrant artist’s
‘double vision’.
Beyond the mermaid, Vipoo’s work is characterised more generally by persistent maritime metaphorics
with fish, shells and other aquatic motifs in abundance. His 2009 exhibition, Indigo Kingdom, for
example, used coral and other forms of sea flora as a figural entrée into a complex aesthetic meditation
on his own biography and the floating life of the transnational migrant, as well as a thoughtful critique
of the impact of human activity on marine ecosystems, arguably another form of trans-spheric contact
and exchange. A longstanding metonymic symbol of travel and migration, the sea is also a site of
enduring liminality, a world of borderless liquidity where the finite boundaries of terra firma dissolve
into mercurial flows. The original primal home of life on earth, the sea remains, however, an alien
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Vipoo Srivilasa, Thai Na Town – Little Oz, installation A detail, 2012; photo: Korakij Chaisirisopon

environment and a space that discomfits easy ideas about identity and belonging. Small wonder that the
sea and its extraordinary life forms, at once familiar and bizarre, should prove such a rich repository for
Vipoo’s evocative explorations of migratory hybridity.
In this context, it’s also possibly no accident that Vipoo should have concentrated his visual art
practice on the medium of ceramics as, of all the arts, it has the closest and most enduring association
with histories of transcultural contact and exchange. Whether as utilitarian objects of daily use, vessels
for storage, or valuable commodities of commerce in their own right, ceramics have been an integral
element of the grand histories of human migration and trade. It’s a set of historical narratives that Vipoo
indexes knowingly with, for example, his emphatic use of classical blue and white colour schemes. While
his early work experimented with a polychromatic aesthetic, Vipoo has increasingly come to privilege a
duochromatic blue and white palette as his preferred trademark colour scheme. On the one hand, an
obvious homage to the classical aesthetics of Asian ceramics – including those of his native Thailand
where Sino-Thai blue and white ware emerged as an important strand of Thai ceramics from as early
as the Ayutthaya period (Robinson, 1985); on the other, Vipoo’s marked, almost obsessive, use of a
blue and white aesthetic is also a clear nod toward the great history of Chinese export porcelain and
its pivotal role in the establishment of East-West trade routes. Found today in almost every corner of
the globe, Chinese blue and white porcelain is a microcosmic distillate of vast centuries of transnational
commerce and thus another potent symbol of the processes of migratory hybridity with which Vipoo’s
work is centrally engaged.
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Thai Na Town – Little Oz, The Country I Miss, installation B detail, collaboration with Chinese and Thai
volunteers in Thailand, November 2012; porcelain, plasticine, melamine; photo: Korakij Chaisirisopon

In a recent 2010 residency program at the Pottery Workshop in Jingdezhen, China, Vipoo took
this reflexive engagement with the grand transcultural history of export porcelain to even further,
poignant extremes. His tenure in China coincided with another especially violent episode in the ongoing
colour-coded street demonstrations that have polarised Thai politics for the better part of a decade.
Marshalling scores of local volunteers as assistants, he invited them to paint portraits on a series of
125 Chinese-style ceramic soupspoons, the kind of utilitarian object churned out in the millions by
the ceramic export industries of China, and then randomly write ‘red’ and ‘yellow’ on the reverse as
symbolic avatars for the casualties of the latest round of civic unrest in his homeland. Later in Thailand,
he invited a corresponding group of local Thai volunteers to make a small stand for each of the spoons
in the shape of a lotus, the Buddhist symbol of the search for enlightenment and the impermanence of
life. Titled The Country I Miss, the resultant installation operated as at once a memorial to loss, each
spoon poised upright in a cluster of impassive faces akin to a sea of headstones, as well as an objectmediated, art-based practice of interpersonal transcultural communication. Ceramic objects literally
bear the imprint of the person or persons whose hands have crafted them but, for the most part, these
remain tacit and unknown. The spoons in The Country I Miss give voice to this silent transindividual
dialogue, explicating the presence of the people across whose hands the spoons journey and, by so
doing, blurring interpersonal boundaries between self and other, living and dead, past and present, red
and yellow, Chinese and Thai, creator and user.
I had the pleasure of participating in another communal style art project organised by Vipoo as
part of his Thai Na Town – Little Oz exhibition in 2012/13. Part of official, government-sponsored
celebrations to mark the 60th Anniversary of Australian-Thai Bilateral Relations, this exhibition was held
six months apart in Sydney and Bangkok. Alongside its showcase of representative examples of Vipoo’s
work – with his characteristically ludic figurines and elaborately-patterned ceramic pieces blending a
host of local, regional and global influences – the exhibition also featured a selection of amateur pieces
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Thai Na Town – Little Oz opening in Bangkok, Thailand in November 2012; left to right: Nino Sarabutra, Vipoo Srivilasa,
Alvin Tan Teck Heng, Amornthep Mahamart and Krisaya Luenganantakul; photo: Toomraya Mangklabruks (Vipoo’s mum)

made by volunteer ex-pats at brief workshops run by Vipoo. These ex-pats – Thais residing in Sydney,
or, in the case of Bangkok, Australians residing in Thailand and/or other Thais who were past residents
of Australia – were invited to craft small clay symbols of things they missed or remembered most fondly
from their ‘other’ home. At once a typically generous gesture of participatory communitarianism on
Vipoo’s part, the incorporation of these multiple expressions of transcultural memory and longing served
as a powerful complement to Vipoo’s signature themes of migration and the doubled perspectives of
transnational identity. Surveying the scores of tiny, handmade objects, many of them almost childlike in
their unprofessional crudeness, one was instantly drawn into the private worlds and biographies of these
unnamed artists. Many of the objects were patterned on instantly recognisable cultural symbols – iconic
landmarks, foodstuffs, symbolic flora and fauna – but many others were almost entirely idiosyncratic,
drawn from the inner memory worlds of the individuals concerned, and opaque in their significance
to the outside observer other than as poignant expressions of affective desire and dialogue across the
competing spheres of here and there and then and now that typify the double vision of the transcultural
migrant. It is a vision given rich and evocative voice in the evolving ceramic art practice of Vipoo
Srivilasa.
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